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This report describes the development of a mathematical model of the lateral
motion of a flexible space shuttle vehicle during ascent. The model was
developed to perform control system synthesis using stochastic constrained
optimization techniques. The goals of the control system synthesis are to
demonstrate the applicability of the techniques and to discover any problems
peculiar to the flexible nature of a shuttle vehicle.
The equations of motion are derived in Section II. A brief description of the
generation of numerical data is given in Section III. Appendixes contain
explicit definitions and numerical values of trajectory data and coefficients
appearing in the equations of motion.
The "piggy-back" configuration of the Shuttle was assumed for this study.
The North American Rockwell phase B study vehicle identified as the 161C-
B9U served as the specific example represented numerically. Linearized
equations of motion are derived based on a nominal trajectory for which
angle of attack was constrained to be zero. Quantitative data for this tra-jectory are given in Appendix D. Aerodynamics associated with flexure was
computed based on slender-body theory and the assumption of no interference
between the orbiter and booster. The adoption of this assumption was based
on a private communication with aerodynamicists at General Dynamics,
Convair, in which they stated that comparison of wind tunnel data using this
assumption was good. A modal representation is assumed for gust penetra-
tion. The gust disturbances are modeled as a stochastic process.
Three further asumptions were made in developing the model. The first
assumption dealt with ordering flexure modes consistently along the trajectory.
It was judged that two flexure mode frequencies crossed each other during the
interval from maximum dynamic pressure to burn-out. Flexure data at
additional points would be required for verification of this assumption. The
second assumption concerns inclusion of "local" aerodynamic terms. These
terms result from assuming that local normal velocity is the cross-flow
velocity. Fortunately, these terms were found to be numerically insignificant
so that effort to verify this assumption was not warranted. The final assumption
was the incorporation of a gimbal logic. This particular logic provides for the
two gimbals of each of the 12 engines to be driven by two command signals.
The two commands yield uncoupled roll and yaw moments.
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Numerical data for the trajectory, rigid body dynamics, and structural flex-
ure at five mass loadings served as the starting point for generation of the
numerical model. In addition to the purely numerical tasks of integration
and interpolation, the numerical model generation required significant
"bookkeeping" to assure proper identification and consistent dimensions.
Finally, "debugging" of the numerical data was required. This debugging
task seems to lack a formal methodology. Particular techniques used in this
study are briefly described along with the data generation description in
Section III.
From a modeling point of view, the number and distribution of mass points
for which flexure data were available was insufficient. The question of con-
sistent mode ordering could not be completely resolved and significant sub-
jective judgment was required for interpolation. From a controller design
point of view the flexure data were also lacking. The first mass point cor-
responds to greater than liftoff weight, and the second point corresponds to
occurrence of maximum dynamic pressure on the nominal trajectory. At
least one intermediate point would be desirable. However, the model de-
veloped subject to these limitations is believed to be sufficiently representative




Equations are derived for the lateral motion of a flexible space shuttle
vehicle during ascent. Two independent assumptions made in the derivation
are (1) aerodynamic forces on the orbiter and booster are independent of each
other and may be computed using slender-body theory (References 1 and 2),
and (2) side gust penetration may be represented in terms of three "mode
shapes". The rolling gust is "distributed" over the wing chord with a single
mode.
We begin with a discussion of relevant coordinate systems. Then we describe
our flexure representation. Linearized equations of motion are then derived
using slender-body theory to represent aerodynamic forces.
COORDINATE SYSTEMS
Two body-coordinate systems shown in Figure 1 will be used in this derivation.
The (x 1 ,yl , Zl) coordinate frame (1-frame) is the No. 1 coordinate system
used in the structural mode computer listing provided. The (xB, YB, zB) co-
ordinate frame (B-frame) is a conventionally oriented aircraft body coordinate
system with origin at the center of mass, which is located at (x1 , 0, Z) in
the 1-frame. The vector r(t; x1 , Y1, zl) depicts the vector from the origin
of the earth coordinate system to the point with coordinates (x1 , Y1l Z1) in
the 1-frame. As in Reference 3, a pitch (0), roll (¢), yaw (4) system of
Euler angles is used to relate the B-frame to the earth frame. Thus, B-frame
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The rate of angular rotation, w, of the B-frame relative to the earth frame is:
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Figure 1. Vehicle Geometry and Coordinate Frames
The rates p, q, and r are related to 0, 0, and gi by:
c'P (co)(sO) o i 0









The velocity of the center of mass with respect to the earth frame is:
t(r) = U i +v jB kB
where f = r(t; 0, 0, O) - xl iB - zl kB. It will be assumed that u, w, and q
are not disturbed from their nominalvalues of uo, wo, and qo. Also the nomi-
nal values of v, 0 and 1P are zero.
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FLEXURE REPRESENTATION
The flexure is represented by a set of natural vibration modes determined
from a stick model of the mated vehicles. These modes are defined as lateral
oscillations of center lines of the orbiter and booster. The reference center
line of the booster is the x1 axis. The orbiter reference center line is the line
Zl = z1 0 , Y1 = 0. Thus, the mode shapes are given as functions Yi (xi, Zl)
defining normalized deflection of the points (x1 , 0, z1 ) on the center lines to
the points Ex1 , Y1 (x1 , Z1 )' Z1 ] for discrete values of x1 and the two values of
0 and z 1 0 for z1 . Smooth functions Yl(xl, z1 ) with respect to x1 and partials
of Y 1 (xl, z1 ) with respect to x1 as needed are generated with spline fits to
the discrete data. The total flexure is then represented by:
Y(t; x 1, z1 ) = E i (t) Yi (Xl' Z1)
where T1 (t) denotes the magnitude of the deflection of the i-th mode. A
typical mode shape is sketched in Figure 2.
Z1
Y1
Figure 2. A Mode Shape
The normal modes of vibration and their corresponding frequencies are func-
tions of the mass distribution and structural stiffness of the vehicles. The
mass distribution changes as fuel is expended and hence is a function of time
along the trajectory. Thus, in fact, the mode shapes are functions of time
although we suppress this dependence on t in all of our notation. The mode
shapes are considered as "slowly varying" with time. This requirement
brings about the need for special consideration of consistent ordering of the
modes and uniform normalization of each mode shape all along the trajectory.
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The flexure data provided for this study consists of modal frequencies and
normalized displacements at a finite set of vehicle stations computed for the
161C-B9U using NASTRAN' for five distinct mass distributions. These
mass distributions correspond to approximate times of liftoff, burnout, and
intermediate times along the trajectory of 70, 90, and 110 seconds after lift-
off. The model consisted of 29 grid points, 27 connecting bars, 18 concentra-
ted masses, and two scalar spring connections.
Although common grid points and structural properties were used, the modal
data (frequencies and mode shapes) were computed independently for each
mass distribution. In each case the NASTRAN output orders modes by
increasing frequency, and the mode shapes are normalized such that the
maximum displacement is of unity magnitude.
The lowest four frequencies are shown in Figure 3 for the five mass distri-
butions considered. We are faced with the task of constructing four curves
which represent the frequencies as functions of the mass loadings. The lowest
and highest frequencies present no apparent problems. However, there is
some question for the middle two frequencies, especially for M3 s M • M4 .
That is, there is reasonable doubt as to the correct connections of the points
A and B with C and D. The modal masses corresponding to these two sets of
frequencies are shown in Figure 4. This appears to be of little help in deter-
mining the proper connections. Thus, we turn to the corresponding mode
shapes. These are shown in Figures 5 to 8. For completeness, the mode
shapes for the lowest and highest frequencies are shown in Figures 9 and 10.
The mode shape corresponding to point D appears to be much more likely a
successor to point A than point B. So the connections from A to D and from
B to C were made. To be certain of the proper connection, data for inter-
mediate mass loadings would be required.
Figures 5 and 8 show normalized shapes of what we call the same mode. But
the point on the vehicle at which the shapes are normalized is the orbiter nose
for the first four mass loadings and is the nose of the booster at the fifth mass
loading. The normalization was changed so that this mode shape had a unit
displacement at the nose of the orbiter for all mass loadings. In this way the
corresponding r (t) may be interpreted directly as displacement of the orbiter
nose in units which are constant along the trajectory. Similar normalization
of the other modes was made where necessary.
"NASTRAN is a general-purpose digital computer program designed to
analyze the behavior of elastic structures under a range of loading
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Figure 10. Fourth Mode at Five Mass Points
LINEARIZED EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The linearized kinematic equations are:
= P- Qo/, = r + Qo, Ye = v+ uo4 - woO
The side-force equation is:
(r jB ) = ( + u r - w oP)W[Bos 0 0
N
= W[Ocos 6o±+1 sin 0l] + jB ' [ 2 FT.
j=1 j
M











Where FTj = thrust of the j-th engine, F6j = j-th control force, FA = local
aerodynamic pressure, and S denotes the surface of the vehicle.
The j-th engine is located at (x16, YEj, ZEj) in the 1-frame. The thrust of
each engine is assumed to have magnitude, T/N and to be directed forward
parallel to the "deflected" booster reference line. Variations due to gimbal
deflections are contained in the control forces. Thus,
T = [i jBYI (X6 ) lT. N B (x1 6 0) i]
The j-th control force is assumed to act at the point (x6 ,
thrust and control forces acting at these specified points,
about the XB and zB axes are:
I ~ = QoI I
xz xz
I -Izz xx yylJ L J L
FT.
J
Y6 , z6 ). With the
the moAnent equations
YY zz 1 + 0
-I I r~i
- Ixz J M. R
jB(ZEj- Z1) + kB ZYi(XI 6, O)T1 i
JB(Xl - X 1 6 ) - iB Yi(xl16 0)r iL~~~~
jB(z6. - Z1 ) + kB EYi(Xj., x0)ni
j( j I )iEi J
(z1 - zl)JB + YlkB













where M. R. denotes the inertial rate and jet damping term of Reference 3.
It is assumed that the xlzl -plane is a plane of symmetry. The equations
for the mode deflections are"
N
+ Wi mi) = jB 1j=1 FTj Yi(x1 6 ' ) + jBi
M
* 2 F 6 Yi(x, O)j=1 ; j
+ S jB FAdS
The thrust contribution to Equation (3+i) will be neglected since the thrust
is assumed always to be normal to each of the mode shapes. The thrust
contribution to Equations (1), (2), and (3) are:




(X1 , 0)rli 1 (ZE - 1)j=1 J
- TZ [(x1 - x) Yi (x16 0) + Yi(X1 6 , 0)1 lii
The control force contributions to the equations are taken directly from
Reference 3 for Equations (1), (2), and (3). They are:
(2 a)
(3a)
S C b6 a + T [(I p )
YC6a. T




6p + C )6r]
6p + T6r ) 6 r ]









Mi ('i+0· 021w~ i
In these equations 6 a denotes aileron deflection. The quantities 6 p and 6r
denote roll and yaw control gimbal deflections defined as follows. Each engine
is assumed to be gimbaled such that 6 yj and 6zj represent positive rotations
of the j-th engine about axes parallel to the YB and zB axes which are centered
at (x 1 6 , YE ' ZE)' The gimbal deflections of the j-th engine are defined as:
J J
yj = cyp 6p
6 z c 6 p + c 6rj zp. zr.
with
1 x
Cyp 2 sgn(yEj) where sgn (0) = 0 and sgn (x) = l if x O.
Engines of the B9U are arranged as shown in Figure 11 in which the positive
x1 axis is directed out of the paper. The magnitudes of czpj and czrj are
constrained not to exceed unity. The values of the coefficients are determined
so that maximum rolling moment per unit 6 p is to be produced subject to the
constraint that 6 p produces no yawing moment about the velocity vector, and,
similarly, maximum yawing moment per unit 6 r is to be produced subject to
the constraint that 6 r produces no rolling moment about the velocity vector.
109 in. typical spacing for B9U
I(
~
A Engine No. (typical)
oD (1
g 1
Figure 11. Engine/Vehicle Geometry
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The control force contribution to the mode deflection equation (3+i) is:
T Yi(xi6 . 0) [(3 +i)b]
The remaining contributions required are those from the aerodynamic force
FA. It is assumed that the aerodynamic force may be partitioned into two
parts, one acting on the orbiter and one acting on the booster. This may be
expressed mathematically by setting
FA(t; x1' z 1 ) = Fo(t; x1 ) 6 ( l -z 1 0 ) + Fb(t, x1 ) 6 (z1 )
with the definition thatSfs F(t; x, z) 6(z - zo)dS = JL F(t; x, zO) dx.
Slender-body theory yields the following expressions for the local aerodynamic
side forces per unit length:
Fo(t, X1) jB
o'1) jB 2 V Do (x)Do(xi) l D0 (x 
2 v( (xl t) }
_Do .(X1~ 2 ~vb(x l , t)
2V b(xl)Db(xl)Vb(l t ) + Db (Xl) a
_~_v b 1 b 1)vb~xl' b a xiFb(t,X1) ' jB
1 2 avo(xl, t)
V b (xi) a(x
where Do(x 1 ) is the cross-sectional dimension of the projection of the
orbiter onto the xlzl-plane and vo(xl,t) denotes the jB-component of the air
velocity with respect to the orbiter. Db(xl) and vb(xl, t) denote similar
quantities related to the booster. Thus,
v (x ,t) = -i' (t; xl,o, z 1 0 ) · jB +Vw (tx 1)
Vb(X
1
,t) = -r (t; x 1 , O, 0) jB + Vw (t, x 1 )
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[ ) 6P + Y6rl 5rT T 
The local cross-wind, vw(t, xl), is assumed to be independent of zl and
represented by penetration states:
3
vw (t,xi) =E cifi(Xl)Xi(t)
i=l
where
fl(x) = 1 - exp (-2.3 x/L)
f2(x) = 1 - [ - fl (x)] cos (2x/L)
f3 (x) = f 2 (x) - [1 - fl(x )] sin (2X /L)
and the xi(t) are states driven by the cross-wind at the nose of the vehicle.
That is:
V vw
x1 -= -2.3L x
vV~v
V v.9
2 TL 3. 99 X2 - 6 29 x3 +2.30 V
( wX3 =L 12.58 x - 8.59 x3 - 3. 99 V)
with vw = vw(t, xlN). The choice of the cl's will be described later. The
wind vw(t, x 1N) is assumed to be (Reference 5).
vw(t, X1N) = v+w CW
where
0 h l 1.378 10 2
AX] -c5h -c4h_ x 0+ 965 10-6Jn
with c4 = 1.9 10
-
4 c5 = 1.44 10 8
aw = standard deviation of the windw
h = altitude
n1 = unity white noise
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The position vector, r(t; x1 , 0, Zl), is given by
r(t;xl, z 1 ) = r(t;xlI, 0 Z 1) + (X 1 - X1) iB + (Z 1 - Zl)kB
+ B i -Y i (Xl' Zl) T i
where r(t; xl 0, Zl ) = r(t) and r(t) = uoiB + v jB + WokB'. Thus
r(t; XlO, z 1 ) = OiB +v jB + WokB + Yi(x, Zl) i jBi
+ (2l-Zl)kB + B 1
1 1 B JB 
+ (I - x)iB
Yi(xl' Zl) i'














r (t; x 1, , Z1) = [uo + (Zl-Zl)Qo]iB
+ v + (Xl-Xl)r - ( Zl-zl)p +± Yi(Xl, Zl)Ti]iB
i
+ Fwo -(Rl-x1 )QO] kB
Thus r(t; X 1 0, z
1
) ' jB =v+ (X1 Xl)r-(z -z 1 )P +Z Yi(X 1 Z1)f1
and
dt 1(t  0, z 1 ) jBs] = + (Xl x) - (Z1-Zl)P + Y 1 (X1 , Zl )i
The results may be combined to write:
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-FB (t,x) · jB = 2Db(X)Db (X )[-v - (X 1 -x)r + Z1P -Z Y i(X, O)l iT~~~~q 1~~~~~~~~~~i
3 2 3
+± cifi(x)xi] + Db )[r - Y (x, O)ri +
i=l b i i=l
cifi (x)x i]
+V Db (x) [-i -(x-x)i + z 1 - .Yi(x. 0)ri +ii i=l c. fi(x)xi]11 
A similar expression can be written for the orbiter. These forces may be
entered into the integrands in Equations (1), (2), (3), and (3+i).
In this derivation, vb(x, t) and vo(x, t) do not contain the terms:
o i Yi (Xl' o)li and u ZYit(X 1 , z10 )Ti .
These terms appear in Reference 2 and have been included in previous studies.
(References 4, 5). This type of term would arise if the local normal velocity
is used in the definition of the cross-flow. That is, defining for the booster
vb(Xlt) = -f(t; x10,0) · [jB-iB i Yi(x1,0) li] +vw
and then consider(- Q ) negligible relative to u o . Suchuo terms were
arbitrarily added foy the booster and orbiter in the following expansion of
equations (1) - (3+i). These terms are underlined. Fortunately, the numerical
magnitudes of these terms did not significantly modify the system in the sense
that eigenvalues computed with the terms differed insignificantly from eigen-
values computed without these terms. Resolution of the correct treatment of
these terms was beyond the scope of this study.
The following form of Equations (1) - (3+i) were obtained by making the
appropriate substitutions and using integrals defined in Appendix A.
Equation (1) is:
v HW + iH + H i2 +i=lg V V P 3r+ 
4
ciI3+1X ii+
i=l I6+1 j i)
I
4
= p(w o0 -2H I) +r[-u g+H(I1 -2I112)] - 2H I 1 3 V +. liH[(cos o-l)3+igI H +rn [Hu~ (I21+r[-u 25+i) - T~i (X16i=1
3
-2117+i] +i [ H u(I 21+i+2I 2 5+i) - T Yi'(x 1 6 ' 0)] + lXH ci(I2 9+i+2 I 3 2 +i)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~i= 1 1 1
+ W(0 cos 00 +4 i sin 0o) +q SCy6a 6a + T [ 6P + (T 6r]





(I + I3 6 ) - (I
xx V '36'
4.
·~ 7+1 . 143 .44
IHI HIC'i3+i ~ Ti I40+iI
_ I 3 7) r+ v[ iv i=lIxz VIz;-i 1i=1
= (QoIxz 2H I4 5 ) + rQ(Iyy-Izz) - H(I 2 -2146)] +2H I 1 v
4
1=1 iHcos )46+i 2I50+i] + iH Uo(I54i + 258+i )
3
+, xi H Ci(I62 + + q Sb Cab
N
T 2





(Izz +VI6 9 ) -(Ixz H I 3 7 )p + HI v
&a +T[(T)P
Yi' (lX1 ' O)l i
3 . 3 ..
- CiXi I69+i+ 1i I72+i ]
i=l 1=
= p[Qo(I xx-yy) - 2H 14 6 ] + r[-QoIx + H(I3 - 2 I77) - 2H I1 2 v
4 . 4
+ iH[(cos O - )I77+i - 2I81+iI +Z rliCH Uo(I85+i
o 1)I77+i I8+i]l i=li=l
+2 I89+i)
- T(x1 -X 6 )Yi (x1 6 , 0) - T Yi(x
+q Sb Cn
n6a
6 a + (M.R.) r+ T
:16' 0)] + z xi Hci (93+i + 2I96+i
i-=l
K~dE) 8p + | r 8 ]
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Equation (3+j) for j = 1, 2, 3, 4 is:
H [rH[6.ijMII +V I(i)] + [ +I7 I6+j
3
-C CixiI2(i, j)]
=2p H I50+j r H(I6+j - 281+j) 12Hv +j M j
+W2r.j] +4 [iiH [(cos a o - 1) I3(i,j) - 214 (i,j)]
j J i=1
+ rli Huo[I5(i, j) + 216 (i, j)]
+ Z xiH c i [I7(i, j) + 2 I8(i,j)] + T Yj(x 16, r0) 3
i=l






S C13 rr yC
with the center of mass being the moment reference points for Ct, and Cn .
These integrals will be replaced by the wind tunnel data. Noting that for a
constant cross-wind input, say v (t) = v , the steadystate value of each of
the xi's is vw, and observing that in this case the wind input to Equations (1),
(2), and (3) are:
22
3 v3 V W ~~~~~~~rrq3




xiCi (62 +i 2 I65+i)
3
H E xi.c (I +21i i 93+i 96+ii=l 11(9+
V 2 c li(I62+i 2I65+ ii=1
v ITq 3
= W E-!l ci(I9 3 +i +2196+i)
we may satisfy correct steady state side-force,
inputs by choosing the ci's as solutions of:1
-3






yawing, and rolling moment
= q SCy
(I62+i + 2I 6 5+i)c i q Sb Ct:P
(I93+i + 21 96+i)c i = q Sb Cng(I ) 9  
The ci's will be so chosen with Cyo, Ce,, and Cn representing wind tunnel
data with the center of mass being the moment reference point.
The rolling gust is represented by (Reference 3)
Pg = d24,24 Pg f24,3 n2
where n2 = unity white noise. The rolling gust is "distributied" by x 4 over
the wing chord with steady-state values of x 4 and pg being identical. Thus,
x4 = d23,23 x4 d23,24 Pg
with d23,23 -d23 24. The state, x 4 , drives the vehicle in the same manner
as geometric roll rate p. Hence we may substitute p + x4 for p in the right
hand sides of Equations (1), (2), (3), (3+j).
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SECTION III
GENERATION OF NUMERICAL COEFFICIENTS
The equations of motion derived above may be viewed in vector form as
Cx = Dx + Eu+Fd
where C, D, E, and F are matrices of appropriate dimensions and
x = [p,r, v, , p, y, l,' nl' n2 ,' 2' 3'rl 3,' r 4, rh, AP, 6r, 6a, xl,x2 ,x 3
x, w,x4,pg]
u = [u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ]'
d = [ v, n 1 , n2 ]
These equations of motion describe perturbation about a nominal trajectory
which is assumed to be defined with time as the independent variable. Thus,
for a given trajectory, the matrices C, D, E, and F have continuously time-
varying elements. For controller synthesis, values of these elements were
computed at endpoints of five-second intervals along the nominal trajectory.
These data were then used to compute the coefficient matrices at the same
time points for the equations of motion in the form
x = Ax + Bu + B2v + B3n
with n= [n, n2 ] '. These coefficients, along with those for the response
equation
r = H1x + D1u
are listed in Appendix C. The manner in which these coefficients were com-
puted will now be summarized.
The original data consisted of a nominal trajectory, tabulated moments of
inertia and center of mass location at four mass points, tabulated rigid body
aero data such as Ct. at 10 values of Mach number, and tabulated mode de-
flections at discrete points of the booster and orbiter for five mass points.
Values of the mass properties and rigid body aero data at intermediate points
corresponding to the "five-second" time points on the trajectory were ob-
tained by linear interpolation.
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Integrals over the vehicle as listed in Appendix A were computed using cubic
spline-fits (Reference 7) to the discrete representation of the mode shapes and
cross-sectional diameters. The integrals involving mode shapes or their
derivatives were evaluated at the five given mass points. The resulting inte-
grals were then spline-fit to give values at intermediate mass points corre-
sponding to the "five-second" time points. Similar spline-fits were used for
all other coefficients involving modal data. The five mass points provided
were a minimal number to base the fits on with expectations of confidence in
the resulting functions. The fits were quite sensitive to assumed end-point
slope conditions. Subjective judgment played a significant role in choosing
these conditions. Data for two more points, one near each of the end-points,
would have been quite useful in determining these boundary conditions.
After evaluating the necessary integrals, the coefficient matrices C, D, E,
and F and, in turn, A, B1, B2, and B3 were computed for the 43 time points:
0, 5, 10, ... , 210 seconds. At each of these time points, a sampled-data
version of the system was computed. The sample-data version is of the form
Xk+l = A xk + B1 uk + B 2 vk + B3 nk
where
A = exp [A(At)]
Bi =A (A -I)Bi
In the right-hand side of the last equation, A (A - I) denotes the series
(AAt) (AAt) 2 (AAt) nAt [I + 2! + 3! + + n+l . +''*]
The A, B i matrices were computed using the series representations and
truncating the series after including a sufficient number of terms to guaran-
tee convergence to at least three-digit accuracy. Controller synthesis and
analysis was performed using these coefficient matrices with linear inter-
polation for intermediate points.
Verification of the numerical model is an extremely difficult task. Three
specific techniques used in this study were examination of time-varying coef-
ficients for unusual algebraic signs, sign changes, and magnitude variations;
eigenvalue comparisons; and response examinations. The first method was
useful in finding errors resulting from some keypunch errors, certain alge-
braic errors in equation derivation or similar errors in programming, and
unreasonable effects of assumed slope conditions in spline-fits. The second
method consisted of comparing eigenvalues of the A matrix with known rigid
body characteristics of similar vehicles and with the uncoupled flexure char-
acteristics. This method proved useful in finding algebraic and programming
errors. The third method consisted of determining whether computed responses
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could reasonably be expected from the inputs used. This method led to dis-
covery of keypunch, algebraic, programming, and dimensional errors. Un-
fortunately, human errors do occur, and at this point model verification is a
tedious and somewhat unorganized task. Development of standard, objective,
and direct techniques for model verification would be of great benefit.
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The lower and upper limits of integration are xlN and xlT for each of the
following integrals.
I = E [Do2(x) + Db2(x)]dx
I2 = [(zl-Z1 0 )Do2(x) + ZlDb2(x)]dx
13 = (xl-x) [Do (x) + Db (x)] dx
= -i fi(x)Do (x) + Db2(X)] dx
= [Yi ( , z 1 0 )Do2 (x) + Yi(x, 0)Db (x)]dx
= [(zl-Z 1 0 )Do(X) Do '(x) + ZlDb(x) Db'(x)] dx
= f (xl -x) [Do(x) Do '(x)+ Db(X) Db' (x)] dx
= S [Do(x) D '(x) + Db(x) Db '(x) ] dx
I13+i = [EDo2 (x) Yi' (x, z1 0 ) + Db2 ) Yi ' (x, 0)] dx
17+i Do (x) Do ( x ) Yi(x, z 1 0 ) + Db(x) Db'(x) Yi(x, O)] dx








(x)Do (X)Yi (x, z1 0 ) + Db(X) Db (x)Y i '(x, 0)] dx
= f fi E '(x) ) + Db2(x)] dx
= f fi(x) EDo(x) Do '(x ) + Db(X ) Db(x) ] dx
= f [(Zl-Zo0 ) Do2(x)+ z12 Db (x)] dx
= Jf(xl-x) Do (x ) (z10-zl) - Z1 Db (x)] dx
I37+i :j fi(x) [Do 2X (z 1 0 -z 1) - Z1 Db 2 (x)] dt

















45 = [(Zl-Z10 ) Do(x) Do ( X ) + Z12 Db(X) Db' (X ) ] dx
x= (Xl-X) (ZZ10) Do( ) D(X ) + Db(X ) Db'(X)] dxi46 1 1 )  (x) 0'(X
I (X, 2 - 2
I46+i = f[(Z 1 0-Zl)Yi '(x z1 )Do2 (X)- z1 Y i
'
(x, O) Db2 (x) d i = 1,2,3,4
150+ i [ 10 -Zl ) i ( , z)Do(X) Do (X) - Z1Yi(x, O) Db(X)Db (X)] dxi - 1, 2, 3,4
I54+ i= [(Z10 -Z) Yi" (x, Z10)Do2(X)-ZYi (x, O) Db (X)] dx i= 1,2,3,4
I58+i = [(z10 -Z)Y '(x, Z10)Do(X) Do ( X ) - ZlYi (x,O)Db(x)Db '(x) dx .i = 1,2,3,4
I62+i =S fi'(x) [(Z 1 0 -z1)Do2 (X) - 1 Db(X)] di1,2,3
65+i = f i(x)[(z1 0 -Z 1 ) Do( ) D o (X) - z1 Db(X) Db '(x)] dt i = 1,2,3
= j (-l _ X)2 2 2
69 = (x1 - x) [Do2(X) + Db(X)] dx
i69+i = I fi(x) (X-x) [Do2 (x) + Db2(x)] dx 
i 1,2, 3
I72+i 1 (XlX) Yi(X Z10 ) Do2(X) + Yi(x ,O) Db2 (x)] dx i =1,2,3,4
I77 = f(xl-x) [D0 (x) D o '(x) + Db(X) Db '(x)] dx
I77+i= (Xl-X) [Yi.(x, z10) Do2(X) +Yi'(x,O) Db2 (x)] dx i = 1, 2, 3,4
I81+ i = (X-X) [Yi(x, zo) Do(X
(
) + YYi( xO) Db(X)D b (x)] dx02~ 21 O)' P i 1, 2, 3, 4
I85+i = (Xl-x) [Yi (x, z10)D (X ) + Yi (, O) Db(X)] d i=1,2,3,4
I89+i = ( 1 -X) [Yi (X, z10)Do(X)Do'(x) +Yi(x, O)Db(X)Db(X)]dx i = 1, 2, 3,4
I93+i =5 f i(X) (Xl-x) [D 2 (x) + Db(x)] dx i 1, 2,3
I6+i =fi) (X1-X) Do(X ) D'(x) + Db() Db'(x)]d i=, 2, 3
I(i j) = [Yi(x, z 0l) Yj(X, z1 0 ) Do (X) + Y.(X, O)Yj(x, O)Db (x)] dx
3i 110 0iX· i b ~j, i =1,2,3,4
2 (i, j) = fi(x) [Yj(x, z10 ) Do2 (X) + Y(x, O) Db2 (X)] dx i 1,2,3j = 1,2,3,4
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I 3 (ij)= i [Yi'(X, z 1 0 )Yj(x, Z10 ) Do2(X) + Yii (X, xO)Y.(x Db2(X)] dx
i,j = 1,2,3,4
I 4(i, j) = [Yi( xz 10 )Yj(x, z 10 )Do(X)D '(X) + Yi(x,O) Yj(x, O) Db(X)Db '(X)] dx
i,j = 1,2,3,4
I5(i, j) = [Yi "(x, 10 ) Yj(x, z 1 0 )Do2() + Y "(x,O)Y x,O)Db (X)]dx i, j 1,2,3,4J )D bxdi xij 1,2,3,4
I6(i' j)= Yi (
x
' z10 )Yj(x, z10)Do(X)Do ' (X)+ Yi'(X, O)Yj(x, O)Db(X)D b '(x )] dx
i,j = 1,2, 3,4
I7(i, i) =fi (X)[Yj(x 10) D 2 () + Y(x,O 0) Db(X)] d3;
j= 1,2,3,4
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APPENDIX B
EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION OF COEFFICIENT MATRICES
The equations of motion may be written in the form:
Cx = Dx + Eu + Fd
where C, D, E and F are matrices of appropriate dimensions
x = [p ,rvot ,y,~ilnl,~2'r12,~3,13,~4, 4, 6p, 6r, 6a, xl,x2,x3' x, ,x4 Pg]
u = [u 1 , u2 , u3 ] '
d = [v, n12] '
The matrices C, D, E, and F are actually quite sparse. In fact, the only
nonzero elements of E and F are: el5 1, e 1 5 ,2 , e1 7 3, f1 8 1, f19 1, f2 0 1,
f21 2, f2 2 ,2 , f2 4, 3 . The matrix C has 17 rows and f4 columins of an identity
matrix, that is, c-i = 6ii for i g 1, 2, 3, 7, 9, 11, 13, and ci = 0 for i = 1, 2,
3, 7, 9, 11, 13 and j = 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 2L, 22, 23, 24.
In the D matrix there are four rows with a single nonzero element, namely:
dij = 5i(j+1) for i = 8, 10, 12, 14. Major blocks of zeros in D are:
d.. = , i 3, 4, 5, 6; j = 4, 5, 613
d.. = 0, i< 18, j = 21, 22, 241J
d.. = 0, i= 4, 5, 6, j > 51)
di =0, i>14, j< 15
The lower right-hand (10 x 10) submatrix of D is nearly diagonal containing
only 17 nonzero elements. The nonzero elements of matrices C, D, E, and
F are defined explicitly as follows:
c44 = c55 = C66= 88= 10, 10 = 12, 12 = 1
cii= 1, iŽ 14
C1 1 Ixx + V I36x 136
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= I + H




C1,5+2j =V 40+j, 2, 3,4
C1, 17 + j 
-
V j I37+ j = 1, 2, 3
C21 = C12
c I + H
C22 = Iz + V I69
c23 V 3
H
C2, 5 + 2j - V 72j I69 + j = 1 , 2, 34





c33 g V 1
= H
0 H I j = 1, 2, 3, 43,5 + 2j V I6+j'
= jH 3+j j=l, 2,3
C3,17 + j V cj I3 + j j= 1, 2, 3
5 + 2i,1 V I40 + i' = 1,2, 3,4
5 + 2i, 2 I72+i' i = 1,2, 3, 4
33
2i, 3 = I i' i = 1, 2, 3, 45 + 2i, 3 7 6 + i' i=1 2, 3,4
C5 + 2i, 5 + 2j = 6ijM i + Vlii 1 V I1(j,i), i,j = 1, 2, 3, 4
c 5 +2 i, 17+j = - HV cj I2 (j, i), i = 1, 2, 3, 4; j = 1, 2, 3
d = QoIxz + 2H 145
d 1 2 =Qo(Iyy - Izz) - H(I2-2I46)
= qSb
13 - CV
dl, 5+2j = H[(cos ao )I46+j -2I50+j] j = 1,2, 3 4
1,6+2j Hu(I 2IT - Yf





= q Sb Ca
6ab
dl, 17+j= Hci(I62+j + 2165+j), j = 1,2,3
d1,23 = 2HI45
d21 = Qo(I xx-Iy) - 2H 146
d22 = -QoIxz +H(I 3 - 2177) + M.R.
34
N
( 6, 0) (k ), ,2,3,4k=l Ek I
qSb C
d2 3 = v Cn
d2, 5+2j = H (cos ao-1) I 7 7+j - 2I81+j], j 1,2,3,4
d2,6+2j = Huo(I85+j + 2I89+j) - T(Xl-Xl )Yj (X1 ' T0) Yj( ),
j = 1,2,3,4
d2, 15 T l
d2, 16 T T
d2,17 = q Sb Cn a
d217+j = Hcj(I93+j + 21 6+j) j = 1,2,3
d2 23 = -2HI46
d w ( qSb C
3 1 = b
d 3 2 -U ) v n
d 3 3 =- Co
d34 = W cos 0o









j = H[(cos ao-)I
1 3 +j- 2117+j], j = 1,2,3,4
= HUo(I21+j + 2I25+j) 
- T Yj (X1 = 1, 2, , 4
= T ySC




= H cj(I29+j +
_ Sb C














H(I6+ i - 2181+i), i = 1,2,3,4
-2H I1 7 +i, i = 1,2,3,4
U5+2i5+2+2j = H (cos ao-1)I3 (j, i) - 21 4 (j, i)] - 0. 026 ij.iM
i,j = 1,2,3,4
2
d5+2i 6+2j =Hu [I 5 (j, i) + 2 I6 (ji)] -iji Mi i, j = 1,2, 3, 
d =T Y (x ) | 6 i= 1, 2, 3, 45+2i, 15 i 1 T
Y 
d5+2i, 16 =T Yi(x 1 6 O) or | i=1,2,3,4
d5+2i, 17+j =H cj[I7(j,i) + 2I 8 (j,i)], i = 1,2,3,4; j = 1,2, 3
d5+2i, 23 d5+2i, 1
d = -31.615, 15
d 16 = -31.616, 16
d17, 17 = -0
d18,18 = -2.3 V/L
d 1 8, 22 = -(av /V)d 1 8 , 18W
d = 3.99 V/L19,19
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I
d 1 9 20 = -6.29 V/L
d d d d 18, 7 10, 9 12, 11 14, 13
d 1 9 ,22 = -(av /V)(d 1 9 19 + d 1 9,20 )W
d20,19 = 12.58 V/L
d 20,20 -8.59 V/L
d20,22 -(av /V)(d2 0 1 9 + d2 0, 2 0 )
d 2221= = altitude rate
d 2122 = -1 [ (0.95)2 + (0. 735)2 ] 10 - 8
d21 21 - -1. 9h (10 4 )
d23,23 = -2.3 V/(r.c.)
d23,24 = -d23,23
d24 24 = - TT V/4b
e 1 5 , 1 = -d 1 5 , 1 5
e 1 6, 2 =-d 1 6 , 1 6
e 1 7 ,3 =-d17, 17
38
f18, = -d8, 1 8 /V
19,1 -(d19,19 + d19, 20 ) / V
f20, 1 -(d2 0 , 19 + d2 0, 20)/V
f2 1 , 2 = f2 2 , 2 [(0o.95)2 + (0 735)2] 1/2 _ 1.9 10 - 4
f =2 2 10





The inertial rate and jet damping term appearing in d2 2 is:
MR- 2
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APPENDIX C
NUMERICAL VALUES OF COEFFICIENT MATRICES
In this appendix, the coefficients associated with the equations of motion are
displayed at five-second intervals, from 0 to 210 seconds. In Appendix B
the equations of motion were written in the form
Cx = Dx + Eu + Fd
Multiplying the equation by C - 1 , and separating d into two components, the
following standard state vector representation is obtained:
x = Ax + Bu + B2v + B3n (C1)
C 1 D A
C E = B 1
-1
C F = [B 2 B 3 ]
n = [nl,n2 3
The response vector r is defined to be
r = [,. yy, 6p, 8p, 6r, 8r, 6a, ba, q,,ql3, ay a 
where
4q = 9v [v + aw +
4
ay = v + (x110 -110) - ( 40)p +1 Yi(ll10, z)i + ur - WoP
-g(/se
o
+ Oceo) + (x- 11O)Qop + (Z 1 -40)Qor
and
41
a = standard deviation of wind
v = mean value of wind
x1 = x1 coordinate of vehicle center of mass
Z1 = Zl coordinate of vehicle center of mass
The response vector is related to the states, control and mean wind via the
following equation:
r = HlX + Dlu + D2v (C2)
The structure of the state equations and response equations are displayed in
Table C1 and Table C2, respectively. The values of elements of the matrices
A, B1 , B2 , B3 , H1 , D1 , D2 are exhibited from 0 to 210 seconds at five-second
intervals in Tables C3 through C8. Elements which are equal to 0 will not be
displayed, and the elements which are constant are displayed separately first.
Numerical data was provided in English units. To reduce errors these units
were maintained.
a4 , 1 =1.0
a 5 , 2 =1.0
a63 = 1.0
a 8 , 7 = 1.0
10 9 = 1.0
a12, 11 1.0
a14,13 1.0
a15, 15 = 31.6 (1/sec)
a 1 6 , 16











































d1 = 31.6 (1/sec)
1d82 = 31.6 (l/sec)
1d 1 = 10.0 (1/sec)10, 3
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Table C6. D1 Matrix
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The nominal trajectory is described quantitatively in Table D1.
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